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Abstract

Using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),
we determined some thermodynamic and structural parameters for a series of amino acid-linked dialkyl lipids containing a
glutamic acid-succinate headgroup and di-alkyl chains: C12, C14, C16 and C18 in CHES buffer, pH 10. Upon heating, DSC
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hows that the C12, C14 and annealed C16 lipids undergo a single transition which XRD shows is from a lamellar, cha
ubgel phase to a fluid phase. This single transition splits into two transitions for C18, and FTIR shows that the up
ransition is predominantly the melting of the hydrocarbon chains whereas the lower transition involves changes in the
rdering as well as changes in the lateral packing of the chains. For short incubation times at low temperature, the
ppears to behave like the C18 lipid, but appropriate annealing at low temperatures indicates that its true equilibrium b

ike the shorter chain lipids. XRD shows that the C12 lipid readily converts into a highly ordered subgel phase upon co
uggests a model with untilted, interdigitated chains and an area of 77.2Å2/4 chains, with a distorted orthorhombic unit subc
= 9.0Å, b= 4.3Å andβ = 92.7◦. As the chain length n increases, subgel formation is slowed, but untilted, interdigitated
revail.
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1. Introduction

Synthetic amino acid/lipid conjugates (sometim
referred to as peptidic amphiphiles when there are
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or more amino acids) of various types have been in-
vestigated in recent years to help better understand
membrane biophysics (Kunitake, 1992; Ringsdorf et
al., 1988), as a platform for biomaterials develop-
ment (Neumann and Ringsdorf, 1986; Winger et al.,
1996; Yu et al., 1996; Dori et al., 2000; Hartgerink
et al., 2001), and also as a means to anchor func-
tional units to surfaces for intermolecular force mea-
surements (Israelachvili, 1992; Berndt et al., 1995b;
Pincet et al., 1994). An important feature of many of
these lipids is the competition between hydrophobic
and hydrophilic interactions.Tsonchev et al. (2003)
have pointed out that orientation-dependent interac-
tions between headgroups must be considered when
predicting the morphology of self-assembled structures
of peptidic amphiphiles.

Attractive interactions between peptidic headgroups
might be expected to stabilize self-assembled struc-
tures. Shimizu and Hato (1993) observed significant
increases in the hydrocarbon chain-melting transition
temperature (TM) for four-and five-mer peptidic am-
phiphiles containing glycine as a headgroup compared
to other amino acids. They ascribed the stabilizing
effect to a lower degree of hydration between the
glycine moieties, facilitating inter-glycine hydrogen
bonding. Those peptidic amphiphiles that contained
glycine exhibited poor dispersability in water, even
when sonicated at 70–80◦C for several minutes, fur-
ther implicating the stabilizing effect of interbilayer
hydrogen bonds. Strong headgroup–headgroup inter-
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Fig. 1. Sketch of then= 14 member of the (Cn)2-Glu-C2-COOH
family.

The solid lines divide the molecule into the hydrocar-
bon chains, and a glutamic acid and a succinate residue.
The bold solid line emphasizes the comparison to a
more conventional lipid description, with hydrocarbon
tails, a bridging or connecting group, and a succinamide
headgroup. Following Berndt et al. (1995), these lipids
have been named the (Cn)2-Glu-C2-COOH lipids. The
molecule shown inFig. 1is in the neutral form, which
occurs for pH≤ 4. At pH 7 and higher, the carboxyl
group is deprotonated. The series that we study consists
of disaturated C12, C14, C16 and C18 hydrocarbon
chains. DSC, XRD and FTIR, in contrast to SFA, mea-
sure the properties of bulk lipids, which self-assemble
to their energy-minimized structure in aqueous solu-
tion. The self-aggregated structure of these lipids de-
pends strongly on the hydrophobic force, as well as
on the electrostatic, hydration and hydrogen bonding
forces due to the headgroup. The structure is also mod-
ified by the van der Waals interactions between the
hydrocarbon chains, and the relative strength of this
interaction increases as the chain length increases.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Synthesis of di-O-alkyl glutamic acid,
N-succinamide ((Cn)2-Glu-C2-COOH)

All reagents and solvents were of at least analyt-
ical grade quality and were obtained through Fisher
S kyl
g as
s ation
ctions with attendant strong adhesion between gly
mphiphiles were manifested in opposed bilayers
ontact using the surface-force apparatus (Schneide
t al., 2002). This effect was removed at higher

evels, where the glycine amphiphiles acquired a n
ive charge, presumably increasing the hydration
nd attenuating interbilayer hydrogen bonds. Such

nduced control of the inter-headgroup interacti
ay serve as a general mechanism for develo

ontrolled-release liposomes, or other inducible
rostructures using peptidic amphiphiles.

In this study we use differential scanning calorim
ry (DSC), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and Fourier tran
orm infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to investigate
hysical properties of a series of novel dialkyl am
cid lipids that contain a glutamic acid residue tha
component used in the synthesis.Fig. 1 shows the

hemical structure which can be described in two w
cientific (Pittsburgh, PA). In the first step, di-O-al
lutamic acidp-toluenesulfonate (dialkyl-glu-pTs) w
ynthesized by the acid-catalyzed Fischer esterific
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used byBerndt et al. (1995a). Briefly, 7.36 grams of
l-glutamic acid, an appropriate long chain alcohol
(i.e. dodecanol, tetradecanol, hexadecanol or octade-
canol) andp-toluenesulfonic acid monohydrate were
dissolved in∼500 mL of toluene in a molar ratio
1:2:1.5 and heated under reflux until a stoichiomet-
ric amount of water was recovered in a Dean–Stark
trap (∼6 h). The product was then concentrated by ro-
tary evaporation and recrystallized three times from
acetone. The purity and identity of the crystalline ma-
terial was determined by a combination of NMR, IR,
and electrospray mass spectroscopy. In the second step,
7.27 g of dialkyl-glu-pTs and 1.25 equiv. of diisopropy-
lethylamine (DIPEA) were dissolved in 200 mL of
THF/chloroform (1:1) and 1.15 equivalents of succinic
anhydride were added with stirring. The reaction mix-
ture was stirred for 2 h at 40◦C after which time the re-
action was essentially complete. The product was then
concentrated by rotary evaporation and recrystallized
three times from ethanol. The identity and purity of the
recrystallized material were also determined by NMR,
IR, and electrospray mass spectroscopy.

2.2. Chemicals

For the preparation of the buffer solution, 250 mM
CHES (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) was used.
The pH was adjusted to 10.0 using concentrated
NaOH. Phosphate buffer was 100 mM sodium phos-
phate buffer, pH 7.4.
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quired at a scan rate of∼10◦C/h. For the MC-2 scans,
4.5 mg was added to 3 ml CHES buffer or water in nal-
gene vials. These samples were cycled above theTM
and then to−20◦C three times with vortexing at each
temperature. These samples were stored at 0–5◦C for
up to two weeks prior to the scans. 1.20 ml was added
to the sample cell of the MC-2 and CHES buffer was
placed into the reference cell. The MC-2 was run at
∼60◦C/h.

2.4. X-ray diffraction

2.4.1. Capillary samples
Twenty-five milligrams lipid was added to 125 mg

CHES buffer at pH 10 in 100�l nalgene vials. The
samples were heated once or twice briefly to 60◦C,
vortexed and cooled to 20◦C. About 10 mg of lipid
dispersion was loaded into 1.0 mm glass X-ray capil-
laries (Charles Supper Co.) as inTristram-Nagle et al.
(1993). Various temperature protocols as described in
Section3 were carried out on individual capillaries in
an effort to form highly crystalline, low temperature
phases. Samples were studied using a Rigaku RUH3R
rotating copper anode X-ray source operated at 6 kW.
In order to avoid degrading the sample at one posi-
tion, capillaries were translated vertically after each
40 min exposure. A graphite monochromator selected
Cu K� radiation (λ = 1.5418Å). The beam size was
1 mm× 1 mm, collimated using two X–Y slits before
the sample. Data were collected in duplicate scans of
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.3. DSC

High-sensitivity DSC measurements were p
ormed using a Calorimetry Sciences Multi-Cell inst
ent (Calorimetry Sciences Corporation, Ameri
ork, UT) at UAlberta and a Microcal MC-2 calorim

er (Microcal LLC, Northampton, MA) at CMU. Fo
ost of the experiments, 4–6 mg lipid was weig
nd 500�l CHES buffer was added to the hastel
mpoules of the multi-cell calorimeter. After seal

he ampoule, the lipid was hydrated by heating ab
he main phase transition temperature (TM) and then
ooling to −7◦C, both at a rate of 90◦C/h. For the
reater chain length samples, an additional heating
as performed to just below the phase transition t
erature to further anneal the sample before coo

o −7◦C. Heating and cooling thermograms were
0 or 40 min/sample using a Rigaku Mercury C
Woodlands, TX) with 1024× 1024 pixels and a pix
ize of 70�m. TheS-distance (sample-to-CCD) for th
xperiment was 9.34 cm.

.5. Thin layer chromatography

The lipids were checked for purity and degrada
oth before and after DSC and X-ray diffracti
hin layer chromatography (TLC) using chlo

orm:methanol:7N NH4OH (46:18:3, v/v) on sample
efore experiments revealed <1% lysolipid w
tained with vapor from iodine crystals. Negligi
egradation was observed under the gentle cond
f hydration that were used with the multi-c
alorimeter and with preparation of the samples
-ray diffraction. After X-ray diffraction, the lipid
ere degraded 5–10%. Care was taken not to he
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90◦C, since at pH 10 this caused considerable degra-
dation (∼50% loss of the succinic acid headgroup),
while DPPC (the control) was only 5% degraded under
similar conditions.

2.6. FTIR spectroscopy

Samples were prepared for FTIR spectroscopy by
dispersing 1–2 mg of lipid in 75–100�l of a D2O-
based CHES buffer of a composition similar to that
used for the DSC studies. The dispersion was vig-
orously agitated at temperatures∼5–10◦C above the
TM of the lipid and then squeezed between the CaF2
windows of a heatable, demountable liquid cell (NSG
Precision Cells, Farmingdale, NY) equipped with a
25�m Teflon spacer. Once mounted in the sample
holder of the spectrometer, the sample was heated
and cooled between 0 and 60◦C by an external,
computer-controlled water bath. Infrared spectra were
acquired as a function of temperature with a Digilab
FTS-40 Fourier transform spectrometer (Biorad, Dig-
ilab Division, Cambridge, MA) using data acquisition
and data processing protocols followingLewis et al.
(2001).

3. Results

3.1. Differential scanning calorimetry
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Fig. 2. Calorimetric transition temperature as a function of pH and
chain length. Circles are from the data inFig. 3 at pH 10; triangles
from pH 7.4; squares from pH 4.

sition temperature for each lipid. Only the C16 and
C18 chain lengths had an additional lower temperature
transition, and the C18 lipid had a second, smaller tran-
sition at 42◦C. During cooling, a downward (exother-
mic), sharp transition was observed only for the higher
chain lengths, C16 and C18. In addition to this sharp
transition, an additional broader transition at∼22◦C
was also observed for C16. For the lower chain lengths,
C12 and C14, multiple smaller and broader transitions
were observed. Although the downward exotherms are

Fig. 3. DSC heating scans (upward peaks) after brief incubation at
−7◦C and cooling scans (downward peaks) of (Cn)2-Glu-C2-COOH
lipids in CHES buffer at pH 10 as a function of chain length. The
data shown were acquired with the Multicell DSC at 9–10◦C/h and
a

When aqueous dispersions of the (Cn)2-Glu-C2-
OOH lipids were prepared as for the MC-2 samp

he pH was measured to be 4, due to dissociation o
roton from the lipid headgroup (seeFig. 1). Prelim-

nary DSC measurements indicated rather high t
ition temperatures (seeFig. 2) and non-reproducib
nthalpies, due to the insolubility and aggrega
f the lipids. At pH 7.4 (phosphate buffer) and
0 (CHES buffer), the lipids exhibited similar p

erns of thermotropic phase behavior, aside from s
hanges in the transition temperatures (seeFig. 2).
owever, due to considerable clumping of the lip
t pH <8, most of the DSC, X-ray and FTIR expe
ents were performed at pH 10 where handling
asier.

The initial heating and cooling scans are show
ig. 3. The initial heating scans inFig. 3 exhibit the
ain transition which is identified as the highest tr
 re displaced on the ordinate for clarity.
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Fig. 4. Main transition enthalpies (open circles) and also the sum of
the enthalpies of both the lower and main transitions (solid squares)
for the pH 10 data ofFig. 3(initial scans). Lines are to guide the eye.

shifted in temperature only slightly from the main en-
dotherms for C16 and C18, there is a marked hysteresis
upon cooling for the lower chain lengths.Fig. 2shows
that the main melting transition temperatures (TM) in-
crease systematically as a function of chain length n
for each pH.

The hydrocarbon chain length dependence of the
phase transition enthalpies for these lipids at pH 10
is shown inFig. 4. Justification for showing the com-
bined enthalpies of the lower and main transitions will
be given in the FTIR results section. With careful an-
nealing of C16 at lower temperatures, the lower tran-
sition disappears and the main transition increases in
enthalpy. The uncertainties for C16 inFig. 4 indicate
that these variations in enthalpy arise from different
thermal histories. For C18, there is a larger contribu-
tion from the lower transition that did not change sig-
nificantly with low temperature annealing. A numeri-
cal summary of the calorimetry data after annealing is
given inTable 1. FWHM stands for full-width at half-
maximal height and is the measure of the breadth of
the transition.

3.2. X-ray diffraction

Fig. 5A shows diffraction from (C12)2-Glu-C2-
COOH at 10◦C in the wide-angle region. All of the
lipids displayed similar wide-angle patterns when first
observed at 10◦C. When the C12 lipid was heated to
48◦C, the pattern inFig. 5B emerged. The wide-angle
pattern is much more diffuse than in the gel phase,
which is typical of fluid phase lipids.Fig. 5C shows a
very ordered pattern that resulted when the C12 chain
length was first heated to 48◦C, then cooled to and
held at 10◦C for one day. This pattern is typical of
a highly ordered subgel phase. However, the identical
spacings of the strongest wide-angle reflections due to
chain packing inFig. 5A and C suggest that these sam-
ples are in the same phase and that it is only the addi-
tional annealing that results in a more perfectly ordered
sample that clearly exhibits the reflections better.

The lamellar nature of the low-angle scattering was
especially evident in the C18 sample which displayed
eight orders of lamellar diffraction (seeFig. 6A). The
other chain lengths displayed a strong first Bragg order,
but the higher orders were weaker than those for the
C18 lipid (data not shown). Nevertheless, low-angle
D-spacings were calculated and are summarized in
Table 2. Fig. 6B shows the wide-angle radial average of
diffracted intensity data of (Cn)2-Glu-C2-COOH lipids
corresponding to the type of data shown inFig. 5. The
averaged intensities shown here are from our most well-
ordered samples. We attempted to order each lipid as
w ro-
t d
t se of
D s
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t te
n per-
a
t ted.
T t the

Table 1
Summary of calorimetric results for annealed lipids at pH 10

Lipid TM (◦C) FWHM (◦C) (main)

(C12)2-Glu-C2-COOH 19.9 0.70
(C14)2-Glu-C2-COOH 33.2 0.60
(C16)2-Glu-C2-COOH 44.9 0.63
(C18)2-Glu-C2-COOH 56.7 0.40
ell as possible by following a T-jump thermal p
ocol (Tristram-Nagle et al., 1987) that was designe
o successfully nucleate and grow the subgel pha
PPC (Tristram-Nagle et al., 1994). Each sample wa
rst heated to just above itsTM, then cooled at 10◦C/h
o 1◦C, where it was held for 1–2 h in order to initia
ucleation of some subgel domains. Then the tem
ture was raised to 10◦C below theTM in the hope

hat no additional subgel domains would be nuclea
he temperature was held there for one day so tha

�H (kcal/mol) (main) �H (kcal/mol) (2 lower)

16.6 –
19.2 –
19.4 –
12.3 10.8
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Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction patterns of fully hydrated lipids in pH 10
CHES buffer in capillaries. (A) (C12)2-Glu-C2-COOH at 10◦C. (B)
(C12)2-Glu-C2-COOH at 48◦C. (C) (C12)2-Glu-C2-COOH held at
10◦C for one day after heating to 48◦C.

Fig. 6. Radially averaged X-ray intensities. (A) Low-angle data with
eight orders of lamellar diffraction for (C18)2-Glu-C2-COOH lipid
at 10◦C obtained from a capillary sample in pH 10 CHES buffer. (B)
Wide-angle data collected at 10◦C in pH 10 CHES buffer, except
that (C14)2-Glu-C2-COOH data were collected at 25◦C.

nucleated domains might grow into a complete subgel
phase. After this T-jump protocol, all capillaries were
loaded into a cassette and stored at 5◦C for one month
prior to X-ray study at 10◦C. This T-jump method was
only partially successful for these di-alkyl lipids, and
additional growth of the subgel occurred with temper-
ature changes during the X-ray experiment. The C12
sample, with results shown inFig. 5C, was the best or-
dered phase. The C14 sample increased its order when
the temperature was raised from 10◦C to 25◦C, evi-
denced by the increasing sharpness of its wide-angle
peaks (1.3 <q< 1.8Å−1). Fig. 6 shows that the wide-
angle peaks are sharper for C12 and C14; the broadness
of the C16 and C18 peaks suggests that the subgel phase
is still not fully formed.

3.3. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Fig. 7shows the FTIR spectra obtained in both the
subgel phase (0◦C) and in the melted, fluid phase for
C12 and C18. The broad absorption band between 1550

Table 2
Summary of X-ray results for (Cn)2-Glu-C2-COOH lipids in CHES buffer at 10◦C

Lipid D-Spacings (̊A)

Low-angle Medium-angle Wide-angle

(C12)2-Glu-C2-COOH 44.8 13.5, 10.8, 8.9, 8.3, 7.6, 6.1, 5.9, 5.4, 5.1 4.49, 4.12, 3.94, 3.81
(C14)2-Glu-C2-COOH 48.5 14.7, 9.0, 6.0, 4.9 4.52, 4.28, 4.00, 3.81
(C16)2-Glu-C2-COOH 52 8.4, 7.3 4.53, 4.19, 3.98, 3.80
(C18)2-Glu-C2-COOH 55.7 8.4, 7.4 4.53, 4.21, 3.98, 3.80
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Fig. 7. FTIR spectra of (C12)2-Glu-C2-COOH and (C18)2-Glu-C2-COOH in the subgel phase (0◦C) and in the fluid phase.

and 1600 cm−1 arises from the carboxylate group of the
succinic moiety. In the subgel phase of C12 this band
occurs near 1580 cm−1 and shifts to near 1567 cm−1

in the fluid phase. This indicates that the interaction of
the carboxylate with its counterion, most likely Na+,
changes during the phase transition; this could be due
to an increase in hydration of the headgroup in the
fluid phase. This shift did not occur for C18, sug-
gesting that the headgroup in the subgel phase may
be more hydrated in this sample.Fig. 7 also shows a
broad absorption band between 1600 and 1650 cm−1

which arises from the amide bond between the suc-
cinic and glutamic acid moieties. With both C12 and
C18 this amide I band occurs near 1625 cm−1 in the
subgel phases and shifts to 1640 cm−1 in the fluid
phases. This behavior is consistent with either a de-
crease in the polarity of the local environment of the
amide carbonyl group, or a decrease in the strength of
the hydrogen-bonding interactions in the fluid phase,
or both. The weakening of the hydrogen-bonding inter-
actions is the more likely reason; this could be caused
by increased interlamellar water in the fluid phase. Fi-
nally, there is also an absorption band near 1735 cm−1

that arises from the ester carbonyl groups between the
glutamic acid and the alcohol moieties. This band is
sharp in the low temperature phases of both lipids at
0◦C, suggesting the existence of highly immobilized
ester carbonyl groups (Lewis and McElhaney, 2002).
The frequency of this band is outside the range that
i car-
b rela-
t and
a ith
w the

higher temperature inFig. 7the sharp band is replaced
for both the C12 and C18 lipids by a broader band
involving components centered near 1737 cm−1 and
1719 cm−1. The latter component is in a range consis-
tent with hydrated or hydrogen-bonded ester carbonyl
groups.

These FTIR data provide valuable information re-
garding the phase transitions seen by calorimetry in
Fig. 3. Fig. 8 shows the temperature dependencies

F
a
C ).
O

s normally attributed to hydrogen-bonded ester
onyl groups, suggesting that these groups are in

ively nonpolar environments in the subgel phase
re not involved in hydrogen-bonding interactions w
ater or other groups in the headgroup region. At
ig. 8. FTIR data (top) showing ester C=O bandwidth�ν (triangles)
nd CH2 stretchingν (squares) during heating of (C12)2-Glu-C2-
OOH (open symbols) and (C18)2-Glu-C2-COOH (solid symbols
n the bottom are two heating scans from the DSC data ofFig. 3.
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for C12 and C18 of the width�ν of the ester CO
stretching band near 1735 cm−1 and the frequencies
of the CH2 symmetric stretching band. Transitions in
these two quantities occurred for C12, C14 and C16 at
the same temperature as the DSC melting transitions,
as shown for C12 inFig. 8. Also, transitions in the
CH2 scissoring frequencies near 1470 cm−1 (data not
shown) occurred at these same temperatures. However,
for C18 the transitions in the CO stretching bandwidth
and in the CH2 scissoring frequency both occurred at
the same temperature as the lower DSC transition near
52◦C, and the transition in the CH2 stretching fre-
quency occurred at the same temperature as the sharp,
main melting transition near 57◦C. This indicates that
major changes in the lateral packing interactions be-
tween hydrocarbon chains and in the hydrogen bond-
ing interactions in the headgroup interfacial region of
C18 both coincide with the broad lower temperature
transition, whereas changes in hydrocarbon chain con-
formational order, i.e., hydrocarbon chain melting, oc-
cur at the main transitionTM. We therefore assign the
broad lower temperature transition in C18 to a subgel-
to-gel phase transition and the main transition to a
gel-to-fluid phase transition. In C12 and C14 all the
spectroscopic changes described above coincide with
the single calorimetric transition which we assign to a
subgel-to-fluid phase transition. The behavior of C16
is more complex. Of the two transitions observed by
DSC in Fig. 3, all of the structural changes observed
by FTIR occur at the higher melting transition. In addi-
t out,
s ably
a gel
p ra-
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L
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Fig. 9. Model of (C12)2-Glu-C2-COOH lipid at 10◦C.

4. Discussion

We suggest the structural model for the ordered,
lamellar subgel phase of (C12)2-Glu-C2-COOH whose
main features are shown in the two-dimensional sketch
in Fig. 9. The sharp (resolution limited) reflections seen
in Fig. 6B in the wide-angle region of the (C12)2-Glu-
C2-COOH subgel phase indicate that the hydrocarbon
chains are all-trans and not tilted. The X-ray reflec-
tions can be indexed to a distorted orthorhombic sub-
cell with d20 = 4.49Å, d1–1= 3.94Å, andd11 = 3.81Å.
The unit cell parameters for this subcell,a= 9.0Å,
b= 4.30Å and β = 92.7◦, can be used to calculate
the areaAChain= 19.3Å2 per hydrocarbon chain. The
distorted orthorhombic subcell is similar to that ob-
served in another charged lipid with a small head-
group, DM-TAP (Lewis et al., 2001), with a nearly
identicalAChain= 19.1Å2. It is also not much larger
thanAChain= 19.0Å2 obtained for DPPC subgel phase
(Ruocco and Shipley, 1982).

Our model inFig. 9 emphasizes interdigitation of
the hydrocarbon chains. One interesting feature illus-
trated by the figure is that the two chains on a single
lipid molecule are not nearest neighbors, whereas the
pair of chains of more conventional lipids that form
interdigitated bilayers probably are nearest neighbors.
This difference in chain packing in our model inFig. 9
is possible because the backbone linkage on the COOH
lipids is longer than the usual glycerol linkage. How-
ever, this kind of detail of the chain packing cannot
b n be
f e, it
m -
g

-
l pon
ion, the lower transition can be thermally annealed
uggesting that the lower temperature peak is prob
ttributable to domain inhomogeneities in the sub
hase formed when initially cooled to low tempe

ures. Thus, on full equilibration C16 is more sim
o C12 and C14 where the phase transition is from
c phase to an L� phase.

The preceding justifies the way we compared the
halpies of transition inFig. 4. In order to compare th
nergetics of melting all the way from the subgel ph

o the fluid phase for all the chain lengths, the lo
nd main transition enthalpies are combined for
nd C18. As shown inFig. 4, there was the expect

ncrease in the combined enthalpies with chain len
eviations from a smooth increase are most likely
ociated with incomplete formation of the subgel ph
n longer chains due to their slower kinetics of sub
ormation.
e determined from our data, any more than it ca
or conventional interdigitated phases. Furthermor
ust be emphasized thatFig. 9 is a crude sketch re
arding the chain packing.

The main purpose ofFig. 9 is to illustrate the bi
ayer thickness, which should not depend much u
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chain packing, and which is about 38Å in our sug-
gested model. Together with the low-angleD-spacing
of 44.8Å, this indicates a steric water spacingD′

W of
7Å between adjacent bilayers in an MLV. This water
spacing is smaller than that of the non-interdigitated
subgel phase of DPPC (10.4Å) (Nagle and Wiener,
1988). It is also slightly smaller than the water spacing
(8Å) of the interdigitated subgel phase of dihexade-
cylphosphatidylcholine (DHPC) reported byLohner et
al. (1987). In contrast, the cationic lipid DM-TAP had
virtually no water between bilayers in its subgel phase
(Lewis et al., 2001).

Let us also consider a model in which the chains
are not interdigitated. Untilted chains would require a
steric bilayer thickness of 55̊A which is larger than
theD-spacing. To reduce the bilayer thickness to the
measuredD-spacing would require tilting the chains
by more than 30◦. Such a large tilt would broaden the
wide-angle peaks of the unoriented MLV samples much
more than is shown inFig. 6b. Furthermore, the in-
crement inD-spacing of 3.7̊A as a function of chain
length (seeTable 2) is consistent with interdigitated
chains for all the chain lengths. A calculated increase
of 2× 1.27Å = 2.54Å would result from the increase
in two interdigitated carbons/chain, plus an increase
in water spacing of 1.2̊A to yield 3.7Å. If the chains
were not interdigitated, either the water spacing would
have to decrease by (5.1–3.7)Å upon increasing n by
2, or the tilt angle would have to exceed 43◦ to ac-
commodate the measured increment 3.7Å inD-spacing
v icts
t ears
l the
l tain-
i his
c gel
p mall
m

r-
d and
t ould
b espe-
c in
F nd
m sent
i oci-
a ead-
g

the DSC cooling scans (Fig. 3) the presence of broader
transitions at lower temperatures and lack of a strong,
sharp transition nearTM suggest that the shorter chain
lengths do not cool into a gel phase, but rather nucleate
and slowly grow directly into a subgel phase. A sep-
arate phase that could be a gel phase occurs between
the subgel and fluid phases for C18, and transiently
for C16. The equilibrium melting behavior of the C12,
C14 and C16 lipids is similar to that of other lipids
that have thermal transitions directly from the subgel
phase to the fluid phase, such as DMPE (Wilkinson
and Nagle, 1984; Lewis and McElhaney, 1993) and
DM-TAP (Lewis et al., 2001). They also share with
MPPC the property of having no gel phase (Serrallach
et al., 1984), although MPPC does have a ripple phase,
which these lipids do not have. Mini-interdigitation
was proposed to be an important factor for MPPC
subgel formation (Tristram-Nagle et al., 1999); the
chains of the (Cn)2-Glu-C2-COOH lipids appear to
be fully interdigitated in the subgel phase so this pre-
disposition is already present. As the chain length in-
creases, the total van der Waals interactions between
chains increases. If strong headgroup interactions are
also required for subgel formation, then the longer
chains could inhibit this formation since their van der
Waals interactions are relatively more dominant. The
same behavior was observed for the PCs (Lewis et al.,
1987).

Further confirmation that the low temperature phase
in the (Cn)2-Glu-C2-COOH lipids is a subgel, not a gel
p are
m the
z rger
e elt-
i l.
( de-
c g as
D that
t
a main
t ly to
t y of
1 ;
A
e

the
F ep-
a the
ersus chain length. The latter possibility contrad
he wide-angle data and the former possibility app
ess likely than our preferred model. Unfortunately,
ack of an electron dense headgroup precludes ob
ng electron density profiles that would confirm t
onclusion as has been done for the interdigitated
hase of DPPC in the presence of surface active s
olecules (McIntosh et al., 1983).
The (Cn)2-Glu-C2-COOH lipids become more o

ered than typical gel phases at low temperature
his suggests that the low temperature phase sh
e considered to be a subgel phase. This was
ially apparent for C12 and C14 in the X-ray data
ig. 5C andTable 2that showed several wide-angle a
any medium-angle reflections, which are not pre

n typical gel phases, indicating periodicities ass
ted with well-packed hydrocarbon chains and h
roup ordering (Raghunathan and Katsaras, 1995). In
hase, is that the combined enthalpies of melting
ore than double the main melting transition of

witterionic PCs. What is the reason for these la
nthalpies? The reason is probably not due to m

ng of interdigitated chains alone, sinceLaggner et a
1987)showed that interdigitated chains in dihexa
yl PC have nearly the same enthalpies of meltin
PPC. Our explanation for the larger enthalpies is

he sharp transitions that appear inFig. 3 for the C12
nd C14 chain lengths are combined sub- and

ransitions. The melting of the subgel phase direct
he liquid crystalline phase also had a high enthalp
6.2 kcal/mol in DMPE (Wilkinson and Nagle, 1984
oki et al., 2001) and 15.9 kcal/mol in DM-TAP (Lewis
t al., 2001).

The proposed phase behavior is supported by
TIR data inFig. 8 that reveal that there are two s
rable events. The first of these is manifested by
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changes in the CO stretching and the CH2 bending
regions that are the result of degradation of lateral
close contact interactions between the lipid molecules;
this is consistent with what occurs in the transition
from subgel to gel phases (seeLewis and McEl-
haney, 1990, 1992). The second event is manifested
by the change in the CH2 stretching frequency that re-
flects the trans-gauche isomerizations during melting
of the chains (Lewis and McElhaney, 2002). Both of
these events occur simultaneously at the single tran-
sition in C12, C14 and (with annealing) C16, but
for C18 the first event occurs at a lower tempera-
ture than the CH2-stretching transition. This confirms
that the lower transition in C18 is a subgel transition
and that the upper transition is a chain melting main
transition.

To return to an initial goal of this work, to investigate
the relative importance of the van der Waals, hydration
and electrostatic forces to the structure and phase be-
havior of these lipids, we discuss the effect of using
pH 10 CHES buffer. When CHES buffer is not used,
these lipids are quite acidic (pH 4.0) in pure water. This
results in higherTM’s for all the chain lengths, indicat-
ing a more stable low temperature structure at low pH
(seeFig. 2). At pH 4.0, the carboxyl group may be
partially protonated compared to pH 10 with buffer,
thereby reducing electrostatic repulsive interactions,
allowing tighter headgroup hydrogen bonding. Simi-
larly, the PEs have higherTM’s than the corresponding
PCs due to weak and transient hydrogen bonding in
t
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